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Aaron: Greetings friends, this is Aaron, wishing to provide you with our insight tonight, 

affectionately calling it our “election edition.” We recognize the various techniques you utilize to 

remain calm when you know quite well the seriousness of the issues being decided on this day 

and this week.   Remember this, the hardships most difficult to bear are those which never 

occur, so as you move forward, think in terms of your relationship to the moment, to what is 

happening around you. Come from the attitude of “what can I do now, today, that will be 

productive?” As all things earthly can crash, the kingdom believer recognizes the tasks at hand 

and pursues those, regardless of the tumult, the chaos. What can you do today to aid in your 

growth and subsequently those around you in your communities and elsewhere? 

 

You have made your voices heard regarding these decisions for you.  Ponder how best you can 

use your time as these decisions get finalized. I say this to encourage you forward rather than 

sitting back and watching, because some things are in your control and some are not. The days 

ahead, regardless of the outcome, will require calm, collected, measured actions, graceful 

winning and losing, efforts to understand those who are different from you.  These times you live 

in provide great opportunity for developing understanding and finding compassion, and yet 

standing strong for the truth and what is right. In this, you have been trained, and so we look 

forward to how you manifest coming out of these days ahead and moving forward into the 

uncertain, but eventful future you have before you. I will take this opportunity to step back and 

allow another to speak to you this evening. My friends, keep on in faith. 

 

Lynda: I am Lynda. I am pleased to partner with Aaron in addressing you tonight. Given the 

circumstances of the evening, we felt it best to have the teachers with whom our students are 

most familiar speak, that there may be comfort in the connection, for indeed, many are seeking 

comfort on this evening/morning as results are awaited. This is the case not only in the United 

States, but across the world, for many are attuned to the importance of the decisions that have 

been made over the last weeks and days and which will be known in the upcoming time frame. 

The United States is a powerful force in the outworkings of planetary events, planetary 

economics, planetary health, and so on. So, the fortunes of many are tied to these results. 



My  dears, I encourage you to have faith, not only in our Father, Brother, Parents and the 

eventual upliftment and reclamation of this planet, but  also have faith in your brothers and 

sisters to listen inward, to  discern right and wrong, truth and error, falsehoods vs. facts. While  

people may learn at different speeds and free will allows for the  rejection of truth by the 

individual, while greed is real and economic  interests can prevail, the drive within each mortal 

being to grow, to  seek truth, to become more, is also a real and driving factor. 

 

Never lose this faith in one another, for while a short-term view might suggest an absence of 

those factors I just mentioned, over the long term a creature grows from the embryonic mortal 

state to perfection. So, continue to extend belief in one another’s potentials; seek to work 

together as a community, to coordinate efforts of love, efforts of upliftment, and efforts at 

unification no matter the results of this election. On this point I wish to assure you that the 

efforts, the concerns, the driving interests that have been so highlighted heading into this time 

period, will play out and goodwill result. My friends there is one more here who wishes to 

address you tonight. One moment. 

 

Daniel: My friends, I am Daniel, guide and teacher, desiring to share my heart with you this 

evening, to remind you that we are here, we are with you, we are pulling in the direction of 

Michael. And so, while our words are not intended to be profound, they are intended to bring 

comfort. Rest in the embrace of our Father/Brother. Rest in the knowledge of the great love of 

the First Source and Center, whose universe this is. No matter the result of the election, there 

will be those who are thrilled and those who are aghast. Remain a calm bridge that seeks 

unification. My love I leave with you this evening.   Farewell. 

 
 

 
 


